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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis, the antenna arrays researched and modelled using Sensor Array 

Analyzer- application (SAA) from MATLAB. The objective is to explore the array 

modelling capabilities of the SAA application. 

This thesis shows that SAA is versatile software for modelling the radiation 

patterns using 2D or 3D plots, but there are couple of missing features. SAA allows 

user to import the used code to MATLAB for code modification. Data imported from 

MATLAB to SAA using variables, for example importing dipole, antenna locations 

for conformal array and complex coefficients for beamforming. Antenna array 

wideband usage at SAA discussed and example shown. At SAA, grating lobes seen 

at 2D and 3D plots and grating lobe- diagram is also used and explained. SAA has no 

built-in option for mutual coupling compensation. Other practical method for 

modelling and compensation of mutual coupling are discussed. 

 

Key words: Grating lobes, mutual coupling, beamforming, beam steering, amplitude 

tapering. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Manninen O. (2017) Antenniryhmän keilasynteesi ja sen mallinnus MATLAB-

ohjelmiston lisäosalla, Sensor Array-analysaattorilla. Oulun yliopisto, 

sähkötekniikan tutkinto-ohjelma. Kandidaatintyö, 57 s. 

TIIVISTELMÄ 

Tässä kandidaatintyössä tutkittiin eri geometrian omaavia antenniryhmiä ja niiden 

mallinnusta MATLAB-ohjelmiston lisäosan SAA:n (Sensor Array Analyzer) avulla. 

Tehtävänä oli tutkia antenniryhmän eri osa-alueiden mallinnuksen mahdollisuuksia 

ja rajoituksia kyseisellä ohjelmistolla.  

Tutkimuksen tuloksena todetaan, että SAA on monipuolinen ohjelmisto 

antenniryhmien säteilykuvioiden graafiseen havainnollistamiseen 2D- tai 3D-

muodossa, vaikkakin muutama perusominaisuus puuttui. Työssä tutkittiin, miten 

SAA-ohjelmistosta voidaan siirtää käytetty koodi MATLAB-ohjelmistoon sen 

mahdollista lisämuokkausta varten ja kuinka MATLAB-ohjelmistosta tuodaan tietoa 

SAA-ohjelmistoon erilaisina muuttujina. Muuttujia tarvitaan esimerkiksi, kun 

ohjelmistoon tuodaan antennin säteilykuvio, tai sovellettu antenniryhmä sekä niiden 

kompleksiset kertoimet keilanmuodostusta varten. Laajakaistaisten antenniryhmien 

säteilykuvion mallinnusta testattiin ja havainnollistettiin. Sivukeiloja, joilla on sama 

teho pääkeilan kanssa, tarkasteltiin ja niiden havainnollistamiseen luotua diagrammia 

testattiin. Antennien välisen keskinäiskytkennän mallintamisen mahdollisuuksia 

tarkasteltiin ja sen vaikutusta säteilykuvioon pohdittiin.    

Tämän työn tarkoituksena oli selvittää SAA-ohjelmiston pääpiirteiset 

ominaisuudet ja heikkoudet. Kyseistä tietoa käytetään antenniryhmien keilasynteesiä 

tutkiessa. Antenniryhmiä voi mallintaa huomattavasti nopeammin ja helpommin 

käyttämällä SAA-ohjelmistoa, kuin kirjoittamalla itse MATLAB-koodi tai 

simuloimalla antenniryhmän sähkömagneettinen 3D-malli. Ohjelmiston 

heikkoudetkin voidaan välttää muokkaamalla koodia haluamalla tavalla. 

Antenniryhmiä tullaan tulevaisuudessa hyödyntämään IoT-laitteissa ja langattomassa 

5G teknologiassa. 

 

Avainsanat: Ylimääräiset sivukeilat, antennien välinen keskinäisvaikutus, 

keilanohjaus, keilanmuodostus, amplitudin kavennus.
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MEANING OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

2D Two-dimensional 

3D Three-dimensional 

5G Fifth-generation network 

AF Array factor 

an Amplitude for n-th element 

c Speed of light - 299 792 458 m/s 

CST Computer Simulation Technology 

CWC Centre for Wireless Communications 

D Directivity 

En Electrical field for n-th element 

EP Elliptical polarization 

Et Total electrical field  

G Gain 

HPBW Half power bandwidth 

LHCP Left hand circular polarization 

LP Linear polarization 

M Number of elements (used in planar arrays) 

N Number of elements 

r distance from radiator 

RHCP Right hand circular polarization 

SAA Sensor Array Analyzer 

SLL Side lobe level 

Tm Chebyshev polynomial 

ULA Uniform linear array 

Z Impedance for antenna 

 

β Progressive phase shift between elements 

ηr radiating efficiency 

θ theta, angle 

λ  wavelength lambda, c/f 

ϕ phi, angle 



 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 

This thesis made for the Centre for Wireless Communications (CWC), University of 

Oulu. CWC conducts excellent education and research in the field of wireless 

communications engineering.  

In this thesis, the MATLAB-toolkit Sensor Array Analyzer (SAA) tested for 

antenna array design. The main objective is to explore “what people can do using 

SAA and what not”. In chapter 2, the basics of antennas and antenna types 

introduced. The chapter mainly discusses about dipole antenna. The third chapter 

discusses about antenna arrays, array factors and a comparison between antenna 

arrays presented. Chapter 4 discusses about side lobes, including grating lobes, 

mutual coupling and amplitude tapering. Different amplitude tapering methods also 

implemented and compared. 

Finally, the fifth chapter “MATLAB-toolkit” discusses and demonstrates the 

possibilities and problems using SAA. Following properties discussed: Generating 

MATLAB-code from SAA, importing dipole antenna designed using CST from 

MATLAB to SAA, importing conformal arrays as variables, importing complex 

coefficients for beamforming, wideband usage at SAA, grating lobes and mutual 

coupling. The results and conclusions from this thesis discussed and summarized in 

Chapter 6.  

The usage for antenna arrays growing when developing 5G and IoT-devices 

(Internet of things). In future, every gadget, car and home appliance is connected to 

internet wirelessly. Because of wireless communication, antenna arrays are needed, 

making the information from this thesis important. The properties of SAA not known 

that well at CWC. Using this information, the antenna array design made easier and 

faster to model and analyze compared to MATLAB-coding.  
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2. ANTENNA THEORY 

 

Electromagnetic radiation is the basis of antennas and radio signals. Electromagnetic 

radiation is sideways wave motion and it moves at the speed of light, c = 

299 792 458 m/s, in vacuum. The radiation comprises of electric- and magnetic fields 

and the fields share the same phase, but they travel orthogonally towards each other. 

All the electromagnetic radiation has a specified frequency f and wavelength λ. 

Electromagnetic waves divided in groups based on frequency and wavelength. One 

such group called radio waves and they have the longest wavelength, which means 

lowest frequency. The wavelength can differ from thousands of kilometers to 

millimeters, which means frequencies from hertz to terahertz [1]. 

2.1. Antennas 

 

Antennas used for transmitting and receiving radio waves. These waves travel in free 

space (air) and it is necessary to transfer the transmitting power as efficiently as 

possible from transmission line to free space. The receiver receives the power from 

free space and moves it back to transmission line. Because of the free space, there are 

always impairments between transmitted- and received signal. Such errors are caused 

by path-loss, fading and scattering.  

 

There are different kind of antennas and their usage depends on the specified 

system, antenna properties and frequency. There are few basic terms for antennas 

and one of them called reciprocal antenna. It means that antennas have the same 

properties at the receiver and transmitter. These properties include same radiation 

pattern, gain and polarization. For example, for the same radiation pattern, if the 

antenna is radiating power in one direction, it also receives power from the same 

direction. The properties do not apply, if there are un-reciprocal components in the 

system. These un-reciprocal components are ferrite components and amplifiers [1]. 

People use antennas nearly everywhere nowadays. Every signal, traveling through 

the air transmitted and received by antennas. The most used systems for antennas are 

radio, TV and cellular network. Cellular network spreading all the time making its 
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capacity to grow exponentially. The latest research interest is in 5G-network (fifth 

generation network). 

2.2. Antenna and radiation fields 

 

One of the most commonly used antenna called dipole antenna. Dipole antenna is 

usually a wire antenna, which is a straight conductor cut in half so it is possible to 

feed it from waveguide.  

The area around the antenna divided in three parts by the properties of radiated 

field. Edge between parts is not accurate, because the changes at the field are slow. 

The first and closest part of antenna called the reactive near field, in which the 

reactive field is greater than radiating field. The reactive field not radiating, but it is 

necessary part of the radiating mechanism and it decreasing at the same time distance 

increasing. The reactive field becomes meaningless, when the distance reaches 

Fresnel’s zone. At the Fresnel’s zone, the radiating properties of antenna depend on 

the distance. This happens because distances between different parts changes 

essentially compared to wavelength, when the observation point changes. The last 

area called Far Field and known as Fraunhofer field. The radiation properties do not 

depend on distance and the field gets smaller when distance increases (1/r, where r is 

distance). Usually at the simulations and at the measurements distance between 

antennas is great, so the far field properties are the most important things to know. 

Distance used to separate the far field and Fresnel’s zone [1].   

 

2.3. Radiation properties for antennas 

 

Measuring the performance of antenna usually done by considering its radiation 

properties. The most used properties are gain and radiation pattern. Some other 

properties that matter are impedance, efficiency and bandwidth. Because of the 

reciprocal properties, antenna do not radiate the same way to every direction.  The 
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radiation pattern illustrates the properties of radiated electromagnetic field including 

power density, magnitude of the field, phase and polarization.  

The antenna directional pattern describes the angular dependence of the (antenna) 

radiated power density or field density. It is common to use normalized directional 

pattern; in that case, the power density or field density is one in linear scale (0dB). 

Most antennas radiate powerfully on one direction and less powerfully to other 

directions. The most powerful beam called main beam and the smaller ones called 

side lobes. Main beam and side lobes form the radiation pattern, shown below 

(Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1. Radiation pattern representing main lobe and side lobes. 
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From radiation pattern, it is possible to sort out the direction for main beam, half 

power bandwidth (HPBW) and locations for side lobes and nulls. Designers are 

usually interested in directional pattern, because they want to design the antenna for 

specified directions. In some case the pattern supposed to be omnidirectional, these 

cases include TV- or radio antennas.  

Gain for antenna is a main feature measuring its performance. Gain combines 

antenna’s directivity and electrical efficiency, describing how good antenna converts 

input power into radio waves for specified direction. In case of no specified 

direction, “gain” means the peak value of the gain. Plotting gain in function of 

direction gives radiation pattern plot. Precise description for gain is relation between 

the power density towards main beam and the power density, that ideal isotropic 

antenna would radiate. For lossless antenna, the gain and directivity are the same, but 

there are small power losses because of metal surfaces and dielectric materials. The 

small power losses decrease the gain and gain is smaller than directivity, making 

gain: 

DG r  
(1) 

 

Where ηr means radiation efficiency and D means directivity. Gain normally given in 

dBi, in which dB means decibels and i means it have been compared to ideal 

isotropic antenna. Isotropic antenna is ideal point source radiating the same power to 

every direction [1]. 

2.4. Polarization for antenna 

 

Polarization describes the propagation behavior of radiated vector electric field. 

Polarization is a function of direction angle (θ,ϕ), where θ means elevation and ϕ 

means azimuth. In case of electromagnetic waves, polarization is the plane in which 

the electric wave vibrates. Using the plane, antennas classified by the polarization. 

Different polarization types include Right Handed Circularly Polarized (RHCP), Left 

Handed Circularly Polarized (LHCP), Elliptically Polarized (EP) and Linearly 
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Polarized (LP). Polarization important to know, because antennas receive and 

transmit with the same polarization.  

Antennas designed to work in specified polarization, called main polarization. The 

orthogonal polarization for main polarization called cross polarization. For example, 

if the antennas main polarization is vertical linear polarization, the cross polarization 

becomes horizontal linear polarization. When the polarization between transmitting- 

and receiving-antenna are the same, the wave fits in antenna [1][2]. 

 

 

2.5. Impedance matching 

 

Transmission line and antenna usually have different impedances, causing reflections 

in transmission line. In impedance matching, the impedance of antenna matched to 

the impedance of transmission line. Matching the impedances prevents reflections to 

happen. Discontinuity in transmission line generates reflection, because the 

impedance changes. Discontinuities might include changes in transmission line 

dimensions or antenna with unmatched impedance. Because of reflection, some of 

the power from transmission line reflected causing degradation in transmitted power.  

Impedance Z for each antenna forms from reactive and resistive parts. Antennas 

reactive near field generates reactive part of impedance from energy stored in near 

field. Losses in system causes the resistive part of impedance. Together the parts of 

impedances form the input impedance for antenna. Impedance matching usually done 

before antenna, using matching circuit. The circuit usually consists of capacitors and 

coils, but only when using at low frequencies [1]. 

 

2.6. Dipole antenna 

 

Dipole antenna is probably the most commonly used type of antenna, used in radio 

frequencies. Dipole defined as wired antenna and its structure made simple. Dipole is 
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a straight conductor cut in half, so it is possible to feed it from waveguide. Dipole 

consists of radiating parts and feeding line. The feeding line located between the 

radiating parts. The length of radiating parts gives the dipole its properties such as 

wavelength, radiating center frequency and impedance. There are many types of 

dipole antennas, including half wave dipole antenna, folded dipole antenna, short 

dipole, non-resonant dipole and multiple half-wave dipole antenna. Below, a figure 

(2) of simple dipole antenna. 

 

 

Figure 2. Simple dipole antenna. 

 

Two lossless wires used to illustrate the creation of the current distribution on a 

dipole. As charges move in wires creating traveling wave current, the current arrives 

at the end of each of the wires and it undergoes a complete reflection. The reflection 

means a phase shift of 180˚. Combining the reflected traveling wave and incident-

traveling wave, the waves form a pure standing wave pattern of sinusoidal form in 

each wire. The current also undergoes 180˚ phase shift between adjoining half-

cycles. Because of the time-varying nature of the current and the termination of the 

wire, radiation from each wire become individual. Usually that means the currents 

have same amplitude but different phase. Using very short spacing between two 

wires, the field radiated by the current of each wire essentially cancelled. By bending 

parts of wires by 90˚ away from each other, the field do not necessarily cancel each 

other. By using this shape, ideally it causes a net radiation to the transmission-line 

system [4]. 

The length of bended wires giving the length of dipole, measured in wavelength λ. 

Let us assume both the bended wires are λ/4, making the total length of dipole λ/2, 

which is the basic version of dipole antenna. The length of antenna also known as 

electrical size of antenna. Half wave dipole illustrated in figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Half wave dipole. 

 

The radiating part of half wave dipole is half of wavelength from waves radiated, as 

seen in Figure 3. The half wave dipole is the shortest possible to ensure forming of 

pure standing wave in wire.  

The current at the half wave dipole is the highest close to feeding line, and at the 

end, the current become zero. The voltage reaches its maximum at the end and 

minimum close to feeding line. These variations caused by pure standing waves, 

illustrated in Figure 3. Input impedance for half wave dipole in free space measured 

73Ω and the coaxial cable has impedance of 75Ω. The impedances are close to each 

other making them easy to match. The total impedance includes reactance, which 

depends on the electrical length of dipole. For half wave antenna, the reactance 

measured j42.5Ω. Making the half wave dipole input impedance: 

 

 5.4273 jZ in  (2) 

 

To match the input impedance to the feeding line, imaginary part should be equal 

to zero. This done by adding the matching circuit before antenna or making the 

dipole shorter. Shortening the dipole seems easiest way, usually 0.48λ wavelength 

enough making the impedance of 70Ω. Because of the wavelength less than half 

wave, frequency increases a bit and the radiation resistance decreases. Figure 4 

illustrates the radiation pattern for half wave dipole in absolute scale, maximum 

power 1.7 (linear scale) and Figure 5 in logarithm scale with maximum power of 

2.308dB [1][5][6].  
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Figure 4. Radiation pattern for half wave dipole elevation plane. 
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Figure 5. Radiation pattern for half wave dipole in decibel scale, elevation plane. 
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3. ANTENNA ARRAYS 
 

 

 

In most cases, the radiation pattern of single antenna is not highly directive and the 

gain is low. To achieve good directivity (high gain), increasing the electrical size of 

the antenna is necessary. Increasing the dimensions of single element leads to more 

directive properties. Better way to enlarge the dimensions of antenna, without 

increasing the size of individual antenna, done by assembling the radiating elements 

in different geometrical shapes. Multiple elements in a specified shape called 

antenna array. The elements in arrays are usually identical, they may also be 

different, but the design become more complicated [4].  

3.1. Total field for antenna array 

 

The total field of array calculated by adding vectors of the fields radiated by the 

individual elements. In that case, the current of each element supposed to be the 

same, usually the currents are not the same. For directive patterns, it is necessary that 

the fields from the elements of the array interfere constructively in desired directions 

and destructively in the remaining directions. Constructively interference means that 

elements add the fields and in destructive case, they cancel each other.  

To achieve the overall pattern of antenna array, there are five controls used. The 

first one, the geometrical configuration of the overall array, meaning the shape of 

array. The shape can be linear, circular, rectangular, planar, etc. The second thing, 

the relative displacement between the elements, meaning that the distance between 

elements matters. The last three things are the excitation amplitude-, the excitation 

phase- and the relative pattern of individual elements.  

The total field of antenna array is equal to the field of a single element positioned 

at the origin multiplied by a factor, called array factor. Array factor varies for arrays 

with different shapes, amplitudes, spacing and phase. The simplest way to calculate 

the total field of array, when the elements are identical, meaning they have same 

radiated field. By knowing the radiating field E1 for an antenna, the radiation for 

total array Et calculated by using antenna array multiplication rule (Equation 3). 
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   factorArrayporeferenceatelementSingleEtotalE rt *int)()(   (3) 

 

The array factor simplifies, if the elements are identical and have a same spacing. 

The array factor consists of a function of the number of elements, their geometrical 

arrangement, their relative magnitudes and their relative phases and their spacing [4]. 

3.2. Linear array 

 

 

Usually the radiation pattern of single antenna made too wide, meaning low 

directivity (gain). One way for better directivity achieved by enlarging the 

dimensions (maximum size larger than λ) of single antenna leading appearance of 

multiple side lobes. Linear arrays provide better directivity compared to single 

antennas with enlargement, which required in long distance communications.  

Linear array considered to be the simplest of arrays and the simplest linear array is 

with uniform amplitude and uniform spacing. Array includes N elements (N is 

number of elements) and all elements have identical amplitudes, but each element 

has a progressive phase, β, leads current excitation relative to the preceding one. The 

current of each element leading the current of first element and β represents the 

phase lead of the currents. This type of array called uniform linear array (ULA), in 

which identical elements have identical magnitude and each with a progressive 

phase.  

The total field calculated by multiplying array factor with field of single radiating 

antenna. The normalized array factor for uniform linear array below (Equation 4). 

Figure (6.) below, illustrates five-element linear array with 0.5λ spacing [4].  

 

 

Figure 6. Five-element linear array with 0.5λ spacing. 
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N is element number, k meaning 2*pi/λ, d telling the distance between antennas, θ 

(theta) telling angle from 0° to 360° and β represents progressive phase shift between 

elements.  From array factor, it is possible to calculate the nulls, maximum values of 

array and the 3dB point for the array factor. By knowing these values and 3dB point, 

giving a possibility to calculate the power of lobes.  

The normalized array factor used in case of linear uniform array. Normally the 

amplitudes are not same for each antenna so they need to consider. The basic form of 

array factor for linear array represented in equation 5, where an means amplitude of 

n-th antenna. 
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In figure (7), comparison between single 0.5λ dipole and uniform linear array with 

five elements 0.5λ spacing. Blue line represents single dipole and orange line 

represents uniform linear array. In case of linear array, gain is same, directivity is 

better (main lobe being narrow), but few side lobes appear. Power of side lobes being 

almost negligible [4].   
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Figure 7. Comparison between single dipole and 5-element uniform linear array 

using dipole antenna. 

 

Increasing the number of elements, directivity of array increases (narrow main 

lobe), but more side lobes appear and the power of side lobes increases. 

 

3.3. Planar array 

 

Planar arrays provide higher directivity (narrow main beam), lower side lobes and 

more symmetrical pattern. These properties making planar arrays more versatile 

compared to linear arrays. Planar arrays have elements in two dimensions and used 

to scan the main beam toward any point in space, making them useful in many 

applications.  

The most used planar array called rectangular array. Other possibilities for planar 

antennas are hexagonal array and circular planar array. Rectangular array has, for 
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example N elements in y-plane and M elements in x-plane. The spacing between N 

elements is dy and spacing between M elements is dx. The easiest way to create 

rectangular array using uniform spacing and identical antennas. Figures below 

(Figure 8 and 9.), illustrates N = 5, M = 3 and 0.5λ rectangular array and circular 

planar array. Circular planar array has spacing of 0.5λ and radius of 2λ, making 52 

elements to array.  

 

 

Figure 8. Rectangular 5x3 array with 0.5λ spacing.  

 

 

Figure 9. Circular planar array 0.5λ spacing, radius of 2λ and 52 elements.  
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The normalized array factor for rectangular planar array in equation (6) below. ψx 

and ψy defined in equations (7) and (8) below. 
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xxx kd   )cos()sin(  (7) 

 

yyy kd   )sin()sin(  (8) 

 

 

Where d represents distance between elements in y-plane or x-plane, θ means 

scanning angle from x-axis, ϕ means scanning angle from z-axis and β means 

progressive phase shift between elements in y-plane or x-plane [4].  

 

3.4. Circular arrays 

 

Sometimes required to generate a beam with equal radiation (omnidirectional 

beam) in all directions. This beam made using circular array. The simplest type of 

circular array has uniform spacing and the elements are with identical amplitude and 

phase. Figure 10 illustrates circular array geometry with eight elements and the 

radius of circle being 0.5λ [4]. 
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Figure 10. Uniform Circular geometry with 8-elements and 0.5λ spacing 

3.5. Conformal arrays 

 

Typical conformal antenna array slightly curved as seen in figure (11) below. Other 

way for conformal arrays built up from small planar patches or facets, including 

couple of radiators each facet. Third possibility of using large planar arrays including 

several radiators per surface making a multi surface array. In multi surface case, one 

surface used at a time. A continuous wide angular coverage obtained by phase 

steering one planar array to a maximum value (meaning edge of scan) at which the 

adjacent plane surface takes over. Possible multi surface arrays are cylinder, six-

sided prism, half sphere and the pyramid shape. As people, would think, more 

antennas per surface is not always the best option [7].  
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Figure 11. Slightly curved 10-element antenna array. 
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4. REDUCING SIDELOBES 
 

 

Comparison between different antenna arrays done in Chapter 3. In this chapter, the 

side lobe reducing methods are discussed and compared. Side lobe reducing done 

using amplitude tapering. This chapter also discusses about interaction between 

antennas, also known as mutual coupling and side lobes with equal radiation with 

main beam, called grating lobes. 

 

4.1. Amplitude tapering methods 

 

Earlier discussed about uniform amplitude with uniform spacing antenna arrays. 

These arrays provide good directivity and side lobes are remarkably high. To achieve 

almost same directivity with better half power beam width and smaller side lobes, 

non-uniform amplitude arrays with uniform spacing used. In case of non-uniform 

amplitudes, the amplitudes of the array are varied systematically. To simplify this 

method, each antenna given different amplitude value. These values given for 

example using methods called binomial array or Dolph-Tschebyscheff arrays (shorter 

Chebyshev array.). This approach is called amplitude tapering [4]. 

 

4.2. Binomial array 

 

In case of binomial array, the array factor given for elements having odd or even 

number of elements, equations 9-11.  
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)cos(


d
u   

(11) 

 

 

Where d = distance between elements, M = integer, an = amplitude of n-th antenna 

Binomial array uses series with binomial expansions. The positive coefficients for 

series expansion calculated, forming Pascal’s triangle, represented in Figure 12.  

 

 
Figure 12. Binomial positive coefficients from 1 to 10-elements. 

 

 

Using this method, amplitude tapers calculated and are used for binomial array. 

Using binomial array with wavelengths equal or less than λ/2 have no side lobes at 

all [4]. 

Comparison between 10-element, 20-element and 30-element binomial array using 

isotropic antenna shown in Figures 13, 14 and 15 [4].  
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Figure 13. Comparison between 10-element array with and without amplitude 

tapering. 
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Figure 14. Comparison between 20-element array with and without amplitude 

tapering. 
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Figure 15. Comparison between 30-element array with and without amplitude 

tapering. 

 

 Figures 13, 14 and 15 illustrates the benefits of using binomial tapering. More 

element make more side lobes. Power in side lobes is reducing with increasing 

number of elements. The main benefit is that there are no side lobes after amplitude 

tapering, but main beam being wider and the power decreased a little.  

 

4.3. Dolph-Tschebyscheff array 

 

Chebyshev (real name Dolph-Tschebyscheff) array being another used array with 

many practical applications. Chebyshev array compromised between uniform array 
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and binomial arrays. In some case, Chebyshev array has no side lobes and considered 

as binomial array [4]. 

 The array factor of a Chebyshev array being even or odd numbered depending on 

the number of elements, M, on array. The amplitude excitation of an array is a 

summation of M or M+1-cosine terms. The largest harmonic of the cosine terms 

being one less than the total number of elements of the array. Each cosine term 

rewritten as a series of cosine functions with the fundamental frequency as the 

argument, done by using Euler’s formula and z=cos u (u from Equation 11). Few 

examples below. Each Tm(z) meaning Chebyshev polynomial. 

 

m = 0 cos(mu) = 1 = T0(z) 

m = 1 cos(mu) = z = T1(z) 

m = 2 cos(mu) = 2z2-1 = T2(z) 

m = 3 cos(mu) = 4z3-3z = T3(z) 

m = 4  cos(mu) = 8z4-8z2+1 = T4(z) 

 

Where each Tm(z) is Chebyshev polynomial. Relations between the cosine 

functions and the Chebyshev polynomials are valid, when -1 < z ≤ +1. Making the 

recursion formula for Chebyshev polynomials (equation 12): 

 

)()(2)( 21 zTzzTzT mmm    (12) 

 

Using Chebyshev amplitude tapering on MATLAB toolkit Sensor Array Analyzer, 

the tapers for 10-element array with 20dB side lobe reducing calculated. Calculating 

uses Chebyshev window-function with n-number of elements and side lobe reducing 

in dB. In this example, the results shown in Table 1 [4]. 

 

Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Amplitude 
taper 0.6416 0.5944 0.7780 0.9214 1.0000 1.0000 0.9214 0.7780 0.5944 0.6416 

Table 1. Amplitude tapers for 10-element Chebyshev polynomial. 
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Using the values from Table 1, the comparison between 10-element linear array, 

0.5λ spacing, with isotropic antenna without tapering and with Chebyshev tapering 

using 20dB side lobe reducing, demonstrated in Figure 16. 

 

 

Figure 16. 10-element array with and without amplitude tapering. 

 

Figure 16 demonstrates the difference between no tapers and Chebyshev tapering 

with 20dB side lobe. The blue line demonstrates the pattern without amplitude 

tapering and orange line with amplitude tapering. The difference being not 

remarkable, from eight side lobes six of them have a little reducing.  Using side lobe 

reducing of 30dB or more, making the side lobes decrease. Main beams are 

practically the same.  
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4.4. Other amplitude tapering methods 

 

Earlier discussed about amplitude tapering methods such as binomial- and Dolph-

Tschebyscheff-tapering. There are a lot of different amplitude tapering methods and 

SAA has options for Hamming-, Hann-, Kaiser- and Taylor amplitude tapering.  

These methods shortly briefed in this chapter. Every method having their own 

windowing-function used to reduce side lobes. 

Amplitude tapering methods also called windowing methods. Each method having 

different windowing-function. Using window functions the coefficients for 

amplitudes calculated. Most windowing-functions have an option for decided side 

lobe reducing in dB.  

The amplitude tapers for the listed tapering methods, using 10-element equally 

spaced linear array with 0.5λ element spacing, calculated to Table 2.  

 

Element 
number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Binomial 0,01 0,09 0,36 0,84 1,26 1,26 0,84 0,36 0,09 0,01 

Chebyshev 0,6416 0,5944 0,7780 0,9214 1,0000 1,0000 0,9214 0,7780 0,5944 0,6416 

Hann 0,0000 0,1170 0,4132 0,7500 0,9698 0,9698 0,7500 0,4132 0,1170 0,0000 

Taylor 0,4387 0,6299 0,7986 0,9243 0,9914 0,9914 0,9243 0,7986 0,6299 0,4387 

Kaiser 0,7641 0,8017 0,9751 1,1830 1,2762 1,2762 1,1830 0,9751 0,8017 0,7641 

Hamming 0,0800 0,1876 0,4601 0,7700 0,9723 0,9723 0,7700 0,4601 0,1876 0,0800 

Table 2. Amplitude tapers for different tapering methods.  

 

4.4.1. Hann window-function 

 

Hann windowing (also called Hanning) uses one cycle of a cosine wave, with 

added one, to stay always positive (negative peaks at zero). The coefficients of Hann 

window for 10-element array calculated and shown at Table 2.   

The difference using Hann tapering and no tapering in Figure 17. Blue line 

represents the pattern with no tapering and orange line with Hann tapering. The main 

beam gets wider and the power decreases almost 5dB. There are only few small side 

lobes after Hann amplitude tapering. The side lobes have different levels and the 

highest ones are about -25dB, making them almost meaningless [14][15].  
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Figure 17. 10-element array without tapering and Hann tapering. 

 

4.4.2. Kaiser window-function 

 

Kaiser window-function is trade-off between side-lobe level and main-lobe width. 

The main parameter is β. For large β-values having lower side lobes, making the 

main lobes wider. Small β values having higher side lobes, but main lobe is narrow. 

Values for β, usually between 0 and 10. Amplitude tapers for Kaiser-windowing 

calculated to Table 2 [16][17].  

The Kaiser window-function shown in Figure 18. There are no amplitude tapering 

on pattern made using blue line and Kaiser tapering on pattern using orange line. 

Spacing between elements is 0.5λ and for amplitude tapering, β = 2.  
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Figure 18. Demonstration for Kaiser-side lobe reducing.  

  

Using Kaiser window-function, as well as other window-functions so far, the main 

beam width increases as the side lobes decrease, but the power of main beam staying 

same. Comparing Hann windowing-function and Kaiser windowing-function, the 

main beam width increases less using Kaiser window-function.  

4.4.3. Taylor window-function  

 

Taylor windowing close to Chebyshev windowing, including few modifications. 

Taylor window-function allows you to make trade-off between main lobe width and 

the side lobe level, whereas Chebyshev-function has the narrowest possible main 

lobe for a specified side lobe level. The side lobes decrease monotonically and the 

coefficients not normalized. The amplitude tapering values for 10-element array 

calculated and shown at Table 2. Comparison between non-tapered and tapered 
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radiation pattern below, Figure 19. In Figure 19, the distance between elements set to 

0.5λ and SLL -30dB [18].  

 

 

Figure 19. Taylor amplitude tapering compared to non-tapering using 10-elements. 

 

Blue line demonstrating non-tapered pattern and orange line Taylor-tapered 

pattern. SLL being -30dB, the side lobes reduce -30dB from maximum power of 

main lobe. In this case, main lobe is +10dB, making power of side lobes -20dB. 

However, at non-tapered situation, the side lobes are -13dB from main lobe 

maximum, making -17dB difference between tapered and non-tapered side lobes. 

Because of side lobe reducing, the main lobe gets wider and loses 2-3dB directivity 

compared to non-tapered.  
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4.4.4. Hamming window-function 

 

    Hamming-window is almost the same as of Hann-window. Hann windowing uses 

cosine wave, added with one, so it’s negative peaks stay at zero, but at Hamming-

windowing the cosine raised so high, that the negative peaks raise above zero. Using 

this method, lower SLL achieved. The values for Hamming-tapering calculated in 

Table 2. Comparing values from Hann-window and Hamming-window, Hamming 

values being a little higher than values given using Hann-windowing. Comparing 

figure between tapered and non-tapered patterns using Hamming tapering below, 

Figure 20 [19][20].  

    In Figure 20, the blue line showing the non-tapered radiation pattern, while orange 

line demonstrates the Hamming-tapered radiation pattern. Array uses 0.5λ spacing 

between elements and consists of 10-elements. At tapering, the maximum directivity 

of main beam decreases 3-4dB and gets wider. The side lobes reduce from -6dB to -         

33dB, making a -27dB difference, making tapered side lobes almost negligible. 

 

 

Figure 20. Radiation pattern for 10-element non-tapered and Hamming-tapered array. 
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4.5. Grating lobes 

 

 

It is important, that the maximum radiation of an array directed normal to the axis of 

the array, meaning it to point broadside (θ0 = 90°). The maxima of single element 

and maxima of the array pointed on that direction. The first maxima found by 

equation (13) below. 

0)cos(   kd  (13) 

 

As the direction, desired θ = 90°, equation (13) forms to equation (14). 

 

0)90cos(   kd  (14) 

 

Now that the maximum of the array factor directed broadside to the axis of the array, 

it is necessary that all the elements have the same phase excitation. Distance between 

elements can be of any value, but principle maxima to other direction not wanted. 

These maximums to other directions are called grating lobes. To avoid any grating 

lobes, the maximum distance between elements must be less than λ.  Grating lobes 

on 10-element linear array with 2λ spacing and no progressive phase (β = 0) 

represented in Figure 21 [4]. 
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Figure 21. Grating lobes at 2λ spacing, 10-element, β=0 linear array.  

 

Grating lobes have same amplitude than main beam, but the grating lobes always 

extremely narrow, as seen in Figure 21. The grating lobes being unwanted side lobes, 

it is not possible to reduce using side lobe reducing methods. To ensure no grating 

lobes appearance, decreasing the spacing between elements found helpful.  

 

4.6. Mutual coupling 

 

So far, arrays treated as having non-interacting elements and matched perfectly in 

impedance. Using this information, few assumptions made: (i) The element terminal 

currents are proportional to their incident signals, (ii) The relative current 

distributions across each element are identical, and (iii) pattern multiplication is 
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valid. The elements interact with each other, altering the currents (also impedance). 

This interaction called mutual coupling, changes the current magnitude, phase, 

impedance and distribution on each element from their free-space values. Mutual 

coupling alters the total array pattern from no-coupling case [3][4][10]. 

By mutual coupling, the energy radiated away from antenna interacts by nearby 

antenna. That reduces the antenna efficiency and performance, and the same 

reducing happens in transmitter and receiver. The effect of mutual coupling 

measured from antenna efficiency by measuring the radiation pattern using non-

isolated antenna element multiplied with array factor and comparing it to radiation 

pattern using isolated antenna element multiplied with array factor. Using this 

method, the magnitude of efficiency loss due to mutual coupling be determined [3]. 

One solution reducing mutual coupling using maximum distance between the 

elements on PCB (printed circuit board). Other solutions include using single-

negative magnetic metamaterials (MNG) between closely spaced antennas and 

placing a resonator between the antennas [11].  
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5. MATLAB APPLICATION 
 

 

MATLAB-software includes many toolbox and applications for different kind of 

calculation or modeling. One such toolkit called Sensor Array Analyzer used in this 

thesis. The analyzer made for modeling array types using chosen antenna types. 

Array types include uniform arrays such as linear, rectangular, circular, planar and 

hexagonal, circular planar, spherical, cylindrical, concentric and arbitrary array. 

Conformal arrays done using arbitrary array. Sensor types are isotropic antenna, 

cosine antenna, omnidirectional microphone, cardioid microphone and custom 

antenna.  

For chosen array type and antenna type, it is possible to choose number of 

elements, spacing between elements (in meters or wavelengths) and axis of array. 

People may also choose signal frequency and propagation speed. Optional properties 

include steering with different angles and phase shift and amplitude tapering. 

Possible amplitude tapers are Hamming, Chebyshev, Hann, Kaiser, Taylor and 

custom. Basic view of toolkit in Figure 22 below. 

 

 

Figure 22. The view when opening Sensor Array Analyzer-toolbox. 
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When visualizing the array, it is possible to choose between 2D array directivity, 

3D array directivity, array geometry and grating lobe diagram. The system 

automatically calculates array directivity in dBi and gives azimuth angle and 

elevation angle. It also tells span of array in x- y- and z-planes. For example, 2D and 

3D plots for 5-element isotropic linear antenna array with 0.5λ element spacing, 

Figures 23 and 24. Using 3D model, the pattern viewed by rotating it in any 

direction.  

 

 

Figure 23. Five-element linear array with 0.5λ spacing using isotropic antenna 

plotted in 2D model. 
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Figure 24. Five-element linear array with 0.5λ spacing and isotropic antenna plotted 

in 3D model.  

 

 

5.1. MATLAB code from Sensor Array Analyzer 

 

After plotting antenna array using Sensor Array Analyzer, it is possible to generate 

a code from that antenna array. The code generated by clicking “File” on Sensor 

Array Analyzer and from File pressing “Generate MATLAB code”. The MATLAB 

code for antenna array opens. Generating MATLAB code shown in Figure 25, 

below.  

 

 
Figure 25. Generating MATLAB code from Sensor Array Analyzer. 
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The code is easy to modify and it is possible to make a for-loop, for example 

comparing three different patterns using different distance between antennas. All the 

values modified to code and plotted again. 

There is also an option for “Generate Report” as seen in figure 25. This option 

generates report from SAA, printing the values, used for certain array, to MATLAB. 

See Appendix 1, for report from ten-element linear array, using 0.5λ spacing 

isotropic antennas and 1 GHz frequency. 

Sensor Array Analyzer has no option for plotting many patterns in same figure. 

For example, in case comparing amplitude tapers it is necessary to plot all patterns in 

same figure. To overcome this problem, generating MATLAB code and modifying it 

using for-loop, all patterns plotted in same figure, Appendix 2. Even using command 

“hold on” on MATLAB does not freeze the figure, so there is no other option for 

plotting than code-modification. Sensor Array Analyzer uses pattern-function for 

plotting and it always plots new figure unless it is inside for-loop and with “hold on”-

command. 

5.2. Importing dipole antenna 

 

 

In this thesis, dipole antenna is used in few examples. Sensor Array Analyzer has 

no option for dipole antenna. Using dipole antenna in Sensor Array Analyzer, the 

radiation pattern for antenna needs to be imported. Figure 26, shows the view from 

Sensor Array Analyzer importing custom antenna.  
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Figure 26. Importing custom antenna to Sensor Array Analyzer. 

 

 

 

First step in importing radiation pattern is modelling the antenna using software 

for antenna design, like CST (Computer Simulation Technology). In this thesis, the 

dipole antenna is designed using CST, being half-wave dipole antenna resonant at 1 

GHz frequency.  

The radiation pattern imported to text-file and read using MATLAB. The 

information (radiation gain) from text-file imported to MATLAB as 65160x1 matrix. 

Importing information done using either “Import Data” import system or writing a 

code that opens Excel file from folder and coding it to import specified rows or 

columns. After importing, the data saved to workspace as variable on MATLAB. 

Renaming the variable is recommended.  

 The matrix dimension reshaped from 65160x1 to 181x360 matrix. This done by 

using reshape-function in MATLAB. To import the radiation pattern, the angles (phi 

and theta) changed to their corresponding pairs, azimuth and elevation. Changing 

angles using phitheta2azel- function in MATLAB. Now it is possible to import the 

radiation pattern to Sensor Array Analyzer- toolbox.  

Let us try plotting the radiation pattern of custom antenna using uniform linear 

array of four elements. The easiest way to import custom antenna to Sensor Array 

Analyzer writing the name as variable to Radiation Pattern-box. In this case, the 

name for pattern named as “patm”. Frequency vector is from 0.9 GHz to 1.1 GHz. 
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The azimuth angles are set from -180 to 180 by default making it have 361 values. In 

this case, the azimuth angles modified from -179 to 180, because there are only 360 

values imported from CST. Elevation angle from -90 to 90 degrees having 181 

values and the matrix has 181 values for elevation. Spacing 0.5λ, frequency 1 GHz 

and no tapering. All this represented in Figure 27, below and plotted 3D.  

 

 

Figure 27. Custom dipole antenna and 3D model.  

 

 

Importing can also be done by generating MATLAB code and modifying it by 

adding the custom antenna properties. In this way, for example different arrays 

plotted in same figure for comparison.  
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5.3. Importing conformal arrays 

 

Choosing “Arbitrary Geometry” as “Array Type” at Sensor Array Analyzer letting 

user to use conformal geometry. Importing conformal array to Sensor Array 

Analyzer, the position for each element imported to a matrix. Distances chosen 

between meters and wavelengths. The positions for elements specified to matrix 

(Equation 15.) below. 

 

 nnn zzzyyyxxx ...;...;... 212121  (15) 

 

In matrix, each x meaning the x-plane coordinate for that antenna. The same thing 

goes for y and z, but the coordinate planes are y-plane and z-plane.  

 

This method is easy for antenna arrays using less than 10 elements. Usually 

conformal antenna arrays include antennas from dozens to hundreds or even 

thousands. Importing array of 100 antennas may become difficult.  

To overcome this problem, the matrix imported from MATLAB workspace to 

Sensor Array Analyzer. Let us assume we have array of 100 antennas given in 

matrix. It does not matter if the matrix using form below (Equation 16.). 

 

 100100100333222111 ,,...,,,,,,,,,, zyxzyxzyxzyx  (16) 

 

 This form or any other form can be modified using functions for matrix 

modification. Modification using functions spending considerably less time 

compared to doing the same by hand. Importing the pattern from workspace by 

naming the matrix and inserting the name of array to “Element Position” at the 

Sensor Array Analyzer.  

Using conformal array on SAA, matrix called “Element Normal” also required. 

The matrix includes element normal in terms of azimuth and elevation in degrees. 

The matrix imported from workspace by creating a matrix and naming it to 

workspace or by writing the matrix to “Element Normal”. Elevation and azimuth 

angles between 0-90°. Custom amplitude tapers possible to use if needed, but default 

value for amplitudes set to one.  
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In case the antenna positions or element normal given in text-file or in Excel, the 

file imported to MATLAB workspace and after renaming it at workspace, Sensor 

Array Analyzer uses the positions when variable name used.  

5.4. Importing complex coefficients for beamforming 

 

In case of forming the beam, the antenna amplitude and phase formed in complex 

coefficients, where amplitude represents the real part and phase represents the 

complex part. The complex coefficients multiplied with antenna array (Equation 5) 

to get the final pattern for beamforming. Unfortunately, SAA have no option 

importing complex coefficients for beamforming. 

5.5. Sensor Array Analyzer in wideband antenna arrays 

 

In many applications, antennas required to operate over a large range of 

frequencies. The frequency range varying for example from 200 MHz (Megahertz) to 

800MHz. The system using wide range of frequencies is called wideband. Changing 

frequency from 200 MHz to 800 MHz changes the electrical size of antenna. 

Electrical size of antenna measured using frequency and propagation speed (speed of 

light). The relation between frequency and propagation speed shown in equation 17. 

 

)(/)/( HzfsmcsizeElectrical    (17) 

 

 Propagation speed assumed constant, making the electrical size dependent off 

frequency. Using equation 17, the electrical sizes for 200 MHz and 800 MHz 

antennas calculated in equations 18 and 19.  
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From SAA, it is possible to choose distance between antennas in wavelength λ or 

in meters. In wideband usage, the distance between elements used in meters, because 

the wavelength depends on frequency. Using distance between elements in meters, 

the radiation pattern varies. On the other hand, using distance between elements as a 

function of λ, the radiation pattern stays the same.  

The difference in radiation patterns between electrical sizes shown in Figure 28. 

Linear antenna array used, the physical distance between the elements set 0.5 meters, 

equals 0.33λ at 200 MHz and 1.33λ at 800 MHz, and the array consists of 10 

antennas. Figure 28 plotted generating the MATLAB-code from SAA and modifying 

it using for-loop (Appendix 4).  

 

 

Figure 28. Wideband antenna demonstration using Sensor Array Analyzer. 

 

At figure 28, the blue line represents 200 MHz signal and orange line represents 

800 MHz signal. The radiation pattern changes a lot, because in this example the 

frequency is changing significantly. Grating lobes appear at 800 MHz frequency. 
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Using for example 0.5λ spacing between elements, the radiation pattern looks the 

same, even the frequency changes.   

5.6. Grating lobes 

 

Side lobes with equal radiation with main beam, called grating lobes, are 

commonly unwanted, when designing antenna array. Using SAA for antenna array 

design, grating lobes seen from 2D or 3D radiation pattern or using grating lobe 

diagram. Appearance for grating lobes starting from spacing between elements being 

greater than 1λ.  

The “Grating Lobe Diagram” chosen from SAA panel called “Visualization 

Settings”. The grating lobe diagram for uniform linear array using 0.5λ spacing and 

10 elements represented in Figure 29.  

 

 

Figure 29. Grating lobe diagram from SAA. 

 

From figure 29, it is easy to understand whether there are grating lobes or not. This 

because the text printed, “No grating lobes for any scan angle”. The diagram 
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automatically tells user there are no grating lobes. In figure 29, the black filled dot 

representing the position of main beam. The green area limited using black lines 

telling the area where grating lobes not appear. Red area marking the area for grating 

lobe appearing. The black circle filled with white color, representing the grating lobe 

itself and the grating lobe possibly located inside, but usually outside of grating lobe 

area.  

Plotting grating lobe diagram for 5x5 uniform rectangular array using 0.8λ spacing 

between elements in both directions towards angle [20,0] shown in Figure 30.  

 

 

Figure 30. Grating lobe diagram for 5x5 uniform rectangular array. 

 

Increasing dimensions for antenna array and increasing element spacing the results 

seen in Figure 30. The big black circle called physical region, the main lobe always 

lies inside the physical region. Grating lobes (unfilled small black circles) may or 

may not lie inside the physical region. The green area showing where the main lobe 

pointed without any grating lobes appearing in physical region. In case of main lobe 

set to point outside the green region, grating lobe appear inside the physical region.  
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Grating lobe –diagram made the analysis easy and simple. Same results seen from 

radiation patterns, but diagram making it easier and faster.  

 

5.7. Mutual coupling 

 

 

Having antenna array, the antennas interact with each other. This interaction is 

called mutual coupling. Basics of mutual coupling discussed at Chapter 4.2. Using 

SAA for plotting the radiation pattern in 2D or 3D, software not considering the 

mutual coupling. Of course, there are optional ways for considering the mutual 

coupling using SAA. Mutual coupling usually needed to include when making high 

accuracy measurements. The pattern multiplication assumes that all elements share 

the same radiation pattern. Using array factor in pattern multiplication, the mutual 

coupling not considered at all.  

SAA has no built-in option for considering mutual coupling effects, because SAA 

is assuming the elements being isolated when calculating the pattern multiplication. 

Considering mutual coupling on SAA, it is possible to import embedded element 

pattern for the correct pattern multiplication. Comparing isolated element pattern and 

embedded element pattern, the mutual coupling effects seen [21].   
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

The Sensor Array Analyzer is tested and studied in this thesis. The software is 

good and functional with lots of options and possibilities. The usage made simple 

and data importing from MATLAB made easy. The data imported from MATLAB as 

a variable saved to MATLAB. Data from other sources imported for example from 

text-file and saved as a variable at MATLAB. Importing radiation pattern for 

antenna, designed using other software, to SAA done using variables. Variables also 

used at conformal arrays when having large arrays. Importing complex form as a 

variable for beamforming not possible. 

One important missing feature being freeze-command for comparing two radiation 

patterns, for example, when comparing amplitude-tapering methods. When 

comparing two patterns, the code imported to MATLAB using “Generate MATLAB-

code”-button. After generating the code, the code must be modified using for-loop 

(Appendix 2.). There is also a possibility for generating report from SAA (Appendix 

1.).  

From radiation patterns, it is easy to see side lobes and grating lobes (unwanted 

side lobes). Side lobe reducing methods are compared and discussed. Grating 

lobe-diagram made to SAA for grating lobe reading. The diagram made easy to read 

and use. Interaction between elements, also known as mutual coupling, being another 

unwanted feature using antenna arrays. Considering mutual coupling, SAA has no 

built-in option, but optional embedded element pattern imported from MATLAB and 

used calculating the pattern multiplication. The mutual coupling effect seen 

comparing array using “normal” element and array using embedded element pattern.  

In wideband usage, where the electrical size of antenna changes because of the 

frequency changes. Wideband antenna arrays are modelled and compared, the 

distance between elements set to meters, code imported to MATLAB and modified 

with for-loop to see the changes in the radiation pattern. If the distance between 

elements set to wavelengths, the pattern stays the same.  

In conclusions, the software easy to use and functional, but missing some essential 

features including freeze/comparing possibility and possibility for considering 

mutual coupling. SAA cannot handle complex form for beamforming, which is one 
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big weakness making an antenna array. It is possible to import amplitudes for 

antennas but no progressive phase between antennas. Because of these missing 

properties, the software only good for basic antenna arrays without beamforming and 

mutual coupling.  
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8. APPENDIX 

 

Appendix 1. 5.1 Generate Report  

% Sensor Array Analyzer Report 
% Generated by MATLAB 9.1 and Phased Array System Toolbox 3.3 
% Generated on 18-Apr-2017 13:03:35 
% Array Type ...................................... Uniform Linear 
% Element Type .................................... Isotropic 

Antenna 
% BackBaffled ..................................... Off 
% Element Spacing (wavelength) .................... 0.5 
% Array Axis ...................................... y 
% Signal Frequencies (Hz) ......................... 3e+08 
% Propagation Speed (m/s) ......................... 3e+08 
% Taper ........................................... None 
% Steering Angle Azimuth (deg) .................... 0 
% Steering Angle Elevation (deg) .................. 0 
% Directivity at Steering Angle (dBi) ............. 10.00 
% X-Axis Array Span (m) ........................... 0 
% Y-Axis Array Span (m) ........................... 4.5 
% Z-Axis Array Span (m) ........................... 0 
% Total Number of Elements ........................ 10 

 

Appendix 2. 5.1 Code modified using for-loop for amplitude tapering comparison 

%MATLAB Code from Sensor Array Analyzer App 
%Generated by MATLAB 9.1 and Phased Array System Toolbox 3.3 
%Generated on 15-Mar-2017 09:56:12 
%Amplitude tapers for Binomial amplitude tapering. 
wind1 = 1; 
wind2 = [ 0.01, 0.09, 0.36, 0.84, 1.26, 1.26, 0.84, 0.36, 0.09, 

0.01]; 
tap{1}= wind1; 
tap{2}= wind2; 
% Create a uniform linear array 
h = phased.ULA; 
%Assign frequencies and propagation speed 
F = 200000000; 
PS = 300000000; 
%For loop calculating the 2D plot for 10 element array. 
%Using binomial tapering and no tapering.  
for n= 1:2 
h.NumElements = 10; 
h.ElementSpacing = 0.5; 
h.ArrayAxis = 'y'; 
tapp= cell2mat(tap(n)); 
h.Taper = tapp; 
el = phased.IsotropicAntennaElement; %Create Isotropic Antenna 

Element 
h.Element = el; 
%Plot 2d graph 
fmt = 'polar'; 
cutAngle = 0; 
pattern(h, F, -180:180, cutAngle, 'PropagationSpeed', PS, 'Type', 

... 
    'directivity', 'CoordinateSystem', fmt ); 
hold on; 
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end 

 

Appendix 3. 5.2 Reading excel file, modifying imported values and making a plot for 

custom antenna. (Needs excel file!) 

phi=0:359; 
phi=phi'; %Transpose of Phi 
theta=0:180;  
theta=theta'; %Transpose of Theta 
pat = xlsread('dipn.xlsx','c1:c65161'); %Read pattern from Excel-

file 
pat=pat'; %Transpose 1x65160 to 65160x1 
patm=reshape(pat,181,360); %Reshape pattern to 181x360 matrix 
freqVector  = [0.9 1.1].*1e9; %Frequency for dipole 
[pat_azel,az,el] = phitheta2azelpat(patm,phi,theta); 
cusAnt = 

phased.CustomAntennaElement('FrequencyVector',freqVector,'AzimuthAng

les',az,'ElevationAngles',el,'RadiationPattern',pat_azel); 
fmax = freqVector(end); 
pattern(cusAnt,fmax,'Type','powerdb'); 

 

Appendix 4. 5.5 Wideband usage 200MHz and 800MHz, using 0.5m spacing. 

 
%MATLAB Code from Sensor Array Analyzer App 
%Generated by MATLAB 9.1 and Phased Array System Toolbox 3.3 
%Generated on 19-Apr-2017 11:18:02 
wind1 =1;  
wind2 =1;  
tap{1}= wind1; 
tap{2}= wind2; 
%Assign frequencies and propagation speed 
Freq = [2e8, 8e8]; 
% Create a uniform linear array 
h = phased.ULA; 
%Assign frequencies and propagation speed 
PS = 300000000; 
elem = [10,10]; 
%lam = [0.75, 0.1875]; 
for n= 1:2 
F = Freq(n); 
h.NumElements = elem(n); 
h.ElementSpacing = 0.5; 
h.ArrayAxis = 'y'; 
tapp= cell2mat(tap(n)); 
h.Taper = tapp; 
el = phased.IsotropicAntennaElement; %Create Isotropic Antenna 

Element 
h.Element = el; 
%Plot 2d graph 
fmt = 'polar'; 
cutAngle = 0; 
pattern(h, F, -180:180, cutAngle, 'PropagationSpeed', PS, 'Type', 

... 
    'directivity', 'CoordinateSystem', fmt ); 
hold on; 
end 

 


